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It seems to be a great challenge to sell used network equipments. To meet up with this challenge,
there are data center liquidation solutions. Their business includes cataloging, scrubbing, buying
and paying for the used network equipments. They buy used servers, switches and help in data
destruction. It has been observed that most Data Center managers do not have much time or they
donâ€™t gain much by resolving the issue of removing bulk servers and used network equipment. After
any major upgradation or phase out, many of the data centers give a look of storage area of used
switches, PCs, servers, load balancers and used network equipments.The reasons are:

	

=>They donâ€™t find a data center liquidations where they can sell off all their equipments such as
servers, switches, PCs and other network devices. There are only few liquidation centers which
manage all types of hardware.

=>Apart from that storing used servers or used network equipments, for the lesser term, is
inexpensive time wise than wiping off the used equipments.

=>One may require stored used servers or routers or other equipments in the near future.

=>Few firms canâ€™t decide on whether to wipe off the equipments or to store them.

=>If any firm decides on to selling off the equipments, it becomes difficult for them to manage a sale
of used data center liquidations devices.

=>If the wiping off is in large amount it becomes a tedious task to scrub the data of each used
device.

=>Now days everyone is aware of e-Waste consequences.

But if you think otherwise, this short term benefits made by storage of used servers, switches and
other equipments can easily eliminated by the long term carrying costs.

=>You can often see warehouses full of used networking equipments which can be made for other
use if you decide to sell off the used equipments.

=>Your used assets get devaluated. According to the data, storage of these equipments cost 2% of
the asset value every week. This issue  seems to be complicated.The least desirable IT job is
considered to be the one where one is assigned to wipe out all the data from used equipments.

=>Apart from that moving costs are also associated as in the duration of storage used network
equipments are moved many times. So, Data Centre Liquidation firms and specialists help in
reducing and overcoming the costs related to used network equipments. They catalog the used
equipments, wipe the data according to desired standard of the client, buy used network
equipments, move them out of your location and manage e-waste.

Rojaf wilo The second way renders more money for the sellers. The pulverized remains of the hard
drive can be recycled but cannot be reused or resold.
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After any major upgradation or phase out, many of the data centers give a look of storage area of
used switches, PCs, servers, load balancers and used network equipments.
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ITAMG specializes in destroying hard drives, shredding tapes, a data destruction and handling hard
drive disposal projects of all kinds. They donâ€™t find a a data center liquidations where they can sell off
all their equipments such as servers, switches, PCs and other network devices.
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